The patronage of St Nicholas at Littlemore Priory
Graham Jones
According to an undated charter in the Bodleian Library, the Benedictine priory of Sandford or
Littlemore, probably founded late in the reign of Stephen (1135-54), 1 was later described as
dedicated in honour of Ss Mary, Edmund and Nicholas.2 Dedication of twelfth-century religious
houses in honour of Mary was so frequent as to be next-to-customary. 3 It was the saints who
accompanied her who set the devotional tone, as it were, and were chosen for what they
represented to the community.4 It seems highly unlikely that the Edmund commemorated here
was the martyred ninth-century king of East Anglia, rather than the local saint Edmund of
Abingdon, born there circa 1175, appointed Archbishop of Canterbury in 1233, and canonised in
1246 shortly after his death. However much it may have been hoped at the time of the Bodleian
charter that Edmund’s popularity would aid the priory – the dedication suggests the nuns had
come by a relic of the archbishop – Edmund is never mentioned again in later surviving
documents. Indeed, in 11775 and again in the Hundred Rolls of 1279/80, patronage of the
religious house comes from St Nicholas alone.6 He was also titular of the conventual (or perhaps
estate) church whose probable site is marked by coffins excavated in 1661 and finds of bones
since.7
The priory’s founder was Robert of Sandford, demesne lord of that portion of Sandford which
was held from Abingdon Abbey in return for knight service.8 At Domesday, 10 hides at Sandford
were held from Abingdon Abbey by Wenric (alias Gueres of Palences9), whose predecessor in
1066, a wealthy priest called Blackman, using the profits of Sandford, built St Andrew’s church
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on Andersey island in the loop of the Thames opposite Abingdon.10 Four hides were held by
Wenric/Gueres as a separate holding (no predecessor being named), while a single hide was
jointed tenanted by Robert and Roger (preceded by Siward) 11 and thought to be the hide at
Sandford found later belonging to St George’s church in Oxford Castle.12 Holdings of
Wenric/Gueres elsewhere had passed by 1240 to an heiress of Thomas of Sandford.
The priory was founded on a piece of ground in Sandford parish called Cherley13 and endowed
with six virgates of arable and four acres of pasture known as Chaldewelle’.14 This refers to the
spring known as ‘Chawdwell’ in 1512,15 reached by a path called ‘Chowleswell lane’ in 1605,16
later ‘Chose-well’, and by 1850 ‘Chosel’ or ‘Chosler’.17 In modern times the path to the spring
has been known as Spring Lane. Furlongs in Lake Field, one of the open fields east of Littlemore
village and lying by the stream flowing south into Northfield Brook, were named after Chosewell Lane, while another path led from the village past this spring across Northfield Brook to the
site of the priory, just within Sandford parish.18 There was a William de Chalderwelle in
Littlemore in 1316 and 1327.19 This looks like a normal progression in local pronunciation from
an original ceald wella, ‘cold well’. In West Saxon Old English ceald – with an initial ‘ch’ – was
the counterpart of Anglian cald, the ancestor of the modern word ‘cold’.
Robert’s undated charter refers to ‘the land of Cherley’ and ‘the church of Cherley’ as if there
was a settlement there, and though the latter phrase may have been meant to refer to the church
of the priory, it remains a possibility that Cherley was the site of a church or field chapel before
the arrival of the nuns. The church at Sandford (‘ecclesia sive capella’ in 1537, so of uncertain
status20) was understood in 1279 to have been founded by Gueres/Wenric, that is, two centuries
earlier.21 While this may well have been the case, it seems strange that the monks of Abingdon
had not provided a place of worship for their vill at Sandford, the major part of which had been
given to them by king Coenwulf of Mercia in 811.22
Cold wells have been considered curative,23 and some Chadwells have been taken to be ‘holy’
wells of St Chad.24 A nearby water supply considered curative could well attract a small religious
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foundation or a chapel, perhaps with a hermit. Religious houses founded in the twelfth-century at
sites of ritual or reputed efficacy are too many to reject this out of hand as a possibility at
Minchery Farm. Indeed, the name Cherley may itself be significant. If it referred to land
associated with a group of free tenants of the class known as ceorls, a spelling like ‘Charley’
might be expected. It can hardly derive from Old English ceorra, ‘winding’, the term which gave
rise to the river name Cherwell, or cerring, ‘a river bend’.25 An Old English personal name
Ceorra would more than likely have left signs of a genitive form such as ‘Chernley’. There
remains a chance that the voicing of a genitival case has been lost – in which case a further
possibility is opened up that Cherley derives from cirice-lēah, ‘church in a clearing or open
wooded ground’. In southern England there are several places called Cheriton with this meaning,
and two Cheringtons in the western Midlands.26
The chief meadows on the Littlemore side of Northfield Brook and along the Thames towards
Iffley were Nye Mead, Balden, Wig Mead, and Mareshease, the last two held by lot in the
eighteenth century.27 In the absence of early spellings it is difficult to make conclusions about the
etymology of Wig Mead, provisionally sited on the opposite bank of the Northfield Brook from
the priory by the author of the map which accompanies the VCH article on Iffley. Nevertheless,
it is just possible that behind the name lies Old English wēoh (pronouced ‘wee-ock’), meaning a
temple or shrine,28 often one on or close to a routeway.29
An obvious reason for choosing Nicholas is that he was titular of the monks’ church at
Abingdon, first mentioned in the late twelfth century.30 Its west end overlooks the market place,
a frequent location for Nicholas churches31 and one which resonates with his legend.32 Usually
interpreted as the sailors’ saint, Nicholas is best seen as a role model for generous and merciful
merchants.33
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Cures attributed to Nicholas were often credited to the ‘miraculous’ oil said to flow from his
shrine. His episcopal city was Myra on the southern coast of modern Turkey – the eponymous
production centre of myrrh. A Life of Nicholas with an account of his miracles was written in
Naples in the third quarter of the ninth century, sparking interest in the saint in western Europe.34
For the Normans in England, it was known that in 1066 William the Conqueror had cried out to
Nicholas for help when his invasion fleet was caught by a Channel storm.35 However, existing
interest in Nicholas was dwarfed by the great surge of popularity after his remains were stolen
from Myra in 1087 and taken to Bari on Italy’s Adriatic coast. Bari had recently fallen to Robert
Guiscard, an adventurer from William’s duchy of Normandy. This was within about 60 years of
the foundation of Littlemore Priory, by which time Nicholas was fast becoming one of the preeminent patronal saints of English churches and hospitals, doubtless benefitting from the
Norman connection.
Another attractive explanation for the dedication of the priory and its church in honour of
Nicholas may lie in the legend of the Three Balls, the bags of gold thrown in by Bishop Nicholas
through the window of the merchant whose three daughters were without dowry as a result of his
commercial misfortunes. Nunneries were not only the preserve of pious women who dedicated
their lives to God. They were also refuges for women who, for whatever reason, needed a haven.
When Robert of Sandford founded Littlemore Priory, his daughter Christine became a nun
there.36 This may have been her personal profession: a renunciation of home and family. On the
other hand, it is not impossible that Christine was disabled, or for some other reason unlikely to
find a husband in the usual ways of the time. Small religious houses were founded by gentry
families for various reasons. Littlemore may have been Christine’s dowry, brought with her to
her family’s new priory as she was married to Christ in place of an earthly spouse.
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